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ABSTRACT

Aims. This study investigates and compares the physical properties, such as intensity and size, of coronal bright points (CBPs) inside
and outside of coronal holes (CHs) using Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) and Solar Dynamics Observatory
(SDO) observations.
Methods. CBPs were analyzed using single-dish ALMA Band 6 observations, combined with SDO EUV 193Å filtergrams and Helio-
seismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) magnetograms. From EUV images CH boundaries were extracted using Collection of Analysis
Tools for Coronal Holes (CATCH) and CBPs were identified in EUV and magnetogram data and in ALMA data. Measurements of
CBP intensity and sizes in both ALMA Band 6 and SDO EUV images were conducted for CBPs within CH boundaries and quiet
Sun regions. Two equal size CBP samples, one inside and the other outside CHs, were randomly chosen and statistical analysis was
conducted. The statistical analysis was repeated 200 times using a bootstrap technique to eliminate results based on pure coincidence.
Results. Boundaries of five selected CHs were extracted using CATCH and their physical properties were obtained. Statistical anal-
ysis of the measured physical CBP properties using two di↵erent methods resulted in lower average intensity for CBPs within the
boundaries of all five CHs. Depending on the individual CBP sample size and the observed CH, the di↵erence in intensity between the
CBPs inside and outside CHs ranged between 2� and 6�, showing statistically significant di↵erence between those two CBP groups.
We also obtained CBP sizes (diameter) and areas, where CBPs within the CH boundaries showed lower values of the measured sizes
and areas, with the observed di↵erence between the CBPs inside and outside CHs between 1� and 5�, indicating that CBP sizes and
areas are also significantly di↵erent for the two CBP groups. We also found that, in comparison to SDO data, the measured ALMA
properties show a smaller di↵erence in the observed properties between the CBPs inside and outside CH in the majority of the cases,
possibly because of the modest spatial resolution of the ALMA images.
Conclusions. Based on the extracted physical properties, all five selected CHs show a good agreement with the average CH properties
found at the time of the solar minimum. Moreover, we conclude that larger CHs in general tend to contain larger numbers of CBPs
within their boundaries. Given the measured physical properties of CBPs, we find that the CBPs inside CHs are on average less bright
but also smaller in comparison to those outside of CHs. These results lead to a conclusion that the specific physical conditions and
properties of the local CH region around a CBP could limit the maximum achievable intensity (temperature) and size of a CBP. The
need for interferometric ALMA data is also emphasized to get more precise physical CBP property measurements at chromospheric
heights.
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1. Introduction

Coronal bright points (CBPs) are one of the most frequent ac-
tivity phenomenon in the solar atmosphere. They consist of low-
corona small-scale plasma loops that connect two magnetic flux
concentrations of opposite polarities in the photosphere (Mad-
jarska 2019). Reale (2014) gives an insight into the nature of
coronal loops being magnetic flux tubes with hot and dense con-
fined plasma, where the CBPs occupy the low end of the size
spectrum of coronal loops.

CBPs can be found in active regions, quiet Sun regions and
within CHs (Madjarska 2019). In this study we only focus on
CBPs in the quiet Sun regions and within CHs. Quiet Sun is
regarded as the region with a di↵use plasma (at modest spatial

resolutions) devoid of sunspots and active regions (Bellot Rubio
and Orozco Suárez 2019, Del Zanna and Mason 2018). At coro-
nal heights, the temperature of the quiet Sun is found to be about
1 MK, or even more (Del Zanna and Mason 2018), and the elec-
tron density is found to be higher than 4⇥ 108 cm�3 (Dere 2020).
The quiet Sun regions have mixed-polarity magnetic field and
are spattered with small bipolar regions that could give rise to
CBPs ((Del Zanna and Mason 2018). CHs are the least active
regions of the Sun that appear as dark structures in extreme-
ultraviolet (EUV) and X-rays due to the cooler and less dense
plasma than in the surrounding regions (Cranmer 2009). Using
six coronal EUV filters from the Atmospheric Imaging Assem-
bly (AIA) onboard of the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO),
Heinemann et al. (2021a) found the average temperature of CHs
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to be 0.94 ± 0.18 MK and a mean electron density of (2.4 ±
0.7) ⇥ 108 cm�3. Even though CHs are known for the abundance
of open magnetic field of a certain polarity, they still have re-
gions of mixed-polarity magnetic field that enable CBP forma-
tion (Wiegelmann et al. 2005).

Mou et al. (2016) found that about half of the CBPs are re-
lated to newly emerging magnetic flux regions called ephemeral
regions (Harvey et al. 1975), while others are related to en-
counters of converging magnetic flux. This is di↵erent than the
older studies done by Harvey (1984) and Harvey et al. (1994)
who found that 70% - 80% of CBPs were associated with the
chance encounter of network flux and only 20% - 30% were re-
lated to newly emerging bipolar fluxes. Another older study done
by Harvey (1985), who observed He I 10830 Å "dark points",
known to be a counterpart of CBPs, and their associated mag-
netic bipoles, reported that 1/3 of the dark points were associated
with ephemeral regions, with at least 2/3 being the result of the
chance encounter of existing opposite polarities. The author also
found that CBPs are driven by magnetic reconnection in the so-
lar corona and that the flux chance encounter is the mechanism
for the flux removal in the quiet Sun.

CBPs are also known to have an enhanced emission in the
EUV and X-ray spectrum. They were first discovered in X-rays
in 1969 in a series of rocket flights and were named X-ray bright
points (XBPs) due to their point-like X-ray feature (Vaiana et al.
1970). In X-ray observations analyzed by Golub et al. (1977), the
size (diameter) of compact X-ray CBP features ranged between
20" and 30", with a bright core of 5"�10" in diameter.

The first EUV CBP observations were analyzed by Habbal
and Withbroe (1981) using Harvard EUV experiment on Sky-
lab/ATM (Golub and Pasacho↵ 2010), showing that CBPs are
composed of magnetic loops rooted in the chromosphere. They
also found that CBP plasma heating occurs at coronal heights
and is carried to the chromosphere by thermal conduction. Hab-
bal et al. (1990) used spectroheliograms from the Harvard EUV
experiment on Skylab/ATM to compare morphological structure
and emission variations of CBPs in CHs and outside them in the
quiet Sun region. These authors found that short-time variations
in spectral lines were not always found to be co-spatial suggest-
ing that CBPs are composed of loops of various sizes and tem-
peratures. Additionally, quiet Sun and CH CBPs are found to
range from 10" to 40" in diameter in both CH and the quiet Sun
region and no di↵erence between those CBPs related to the prop-
erties of the observed region was found. Another work done by
Habbal and Grace (1991) using similar data showed that depend-
ing on the associated magnetic field strength, some CBPs could
be composed of plasma loops that cannot reach coronal tempera-
tures. Both previous works reported that the CBP formation and
existence are independent of the overlying background coronal
magnetic structure, but not a CBP evolution.

More CBP size measurements were conducted in recent
years, and based on the full lifetime evolution of CBPs done by
Mou et al. (2018) using SDO EUV data, CBPs that formed from
magnetic flux emergence were initially only 5" in diameter and
they reached a maximum size of up to ⇠60". The value of 60"
as a maximum CBP size is used as a top size limit when consid-
ering CBPs in most of the studies, but there are rare exceptions
of CBPs going even up to ⇠100" in diameter (Madjarska et al.
2018). Based on the obtained results, we can say that a value be-
tween 5" and 60" could be considered as typical CBP sizes, as it
is considered in the present paper.

On the other hand, the motions of CBPs in EUV data ob-
tained by Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) Extreme
ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) and SDO AIA were used

as tracers to study solar di↵erential rotation with great precision
(Brajša et al. 2002; Wöhl et al. 2010; Sudar et al. 2015, 2016).
Results of the measured solar rotation using CBPs showed more
accurate velocity profiles than it was obtained using sunspots and
sunspot groups as tracers. Moreover, by using height correction
in the measurement of solar rotation previously done by Brajša
et al. (2002) using SOHO EIT 284 Å data, Brajša et al. (2004)
calculated the average height of the CBPs to be in the range of 8
000�12 000 km above the photosphere, while Sudar et al. (2016)
found heights of about 6 500 km using SDO AIA 193 Å data.
CBP motions on the solar disk were also used to determine the
character of the di↵usion of the solar magnetic elements (Brajša
et al. 2008, 2015; Skokić et al. 2016, 2019), where it was found
that CBP motions are consistent with a subdi↵usion process.

Radio observations of CBPs using Very Large Array (VLA)
at 6 cm (4.8 GHz) in 1977 showed small-scale compact sources
in a range of 9"�25" in diameter with a peak brightness temper-
ature of 6�8⇥104 K with respect to the background temperature
of 2 ⇥ 105 K (Marsh et al. 1980). At least half of those sources
were associated with bipolar magnetic CBP features. More VLA
observations at 6 cm revealed that CBP radio emission shows
rapid temporal and spatial variations such as the ones observed
in X-rays and EUV (Fu et al. 1987). In the following years, 6 cm
and 20 cm observations confirmed that the observed CBP emis-
sion came from electron-ion free-free thermal bremsstrahlung
(Kundu et al. 1988). Based on the comparison of CBPs observed
in soft X-rays by Yohkoh/SXT and at 20 cm by VLA done by
Nitta et al. (1992), half of the 33 observed radio sources were
associated with XBPs, and the rest were just overlaying magnet-
ically unipolar regions. Another radio observation of CBPs was
done by Gopalswamy et al. (1999), and later by Oliveira e Silva
et al. (2016), using Nobeyama Radioheliograph (NoRH) at 17
GHz in a study of enhanced microwave brightenings inside po-
lar CHs. These authors found that the enhancement of the radio
brightness in CHs at chromospheric heights is explained by the
presence of bright patches associated with the presence of in-
tense unipolar magnetic fields. Both previous VLA and NoRH
observations show that CBPs are not the only radio source, and
that makes it harder to identify CBPs using only radio data. We
encountered the similar problem in our work which will be dis-
cussed in Sect. 4, where strong bright radio sources could not be
distinguished from the nearby CBPs.

Construction of Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter
Array (ALMA) enabled detailed observations of the solar chro-
mosphere needed to better understand this layer of the solar at-
mosphere and all the features there (Wedemeyer et al. 2016).
ALMA provides observations using both single�dish (White et
al. 2017) and interferometric (Shimojo et al. 2017) observing
modes, with a wavelength coverage ranging from 0.3 mm and
9 mm, which correspond to the maximum intensity contribution
heights of 490 km and 1170 km respectively (Wedemeyer et al.
2016). So far, mostly ⇠1 mm (Band 6) and ⇠3 mm (Band 3)
wavelengths were used in solar observations in both single�dish
and interferometric modes, where some of the Band 6 data will
be presented in this study. New observations made by ALMA
since the late 2015 show great promise in CBP observations at
millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths enabling us to study
the CBPs at chromospheric heights.

Earlier ALMA CBP observations done by Shimojo et al.
(2017b) using Band 3 channel report first ALMA observation
of a solar plasmoid ejection from a CBP that was observed si-
multaneously in ALMA Band 3, AIA EUV and soft X-rays Hin-
ode/XRT data. They found that the plasmoid consists either of
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approximately isothermal ⇠105 K plasma that is optically thin
at 100 GHz, or else a ⇠104 K core with a hot envelope. An-
other Band 3 observations done by Rodger et al. (2019) using
four constituent subbands within Band 3 analyzed logarithmic
millimeter spectrum of the plasmoid ejection event near the si-
multaneous CBP in the active region NOAA12470. These au-
thors concluded that stationary and moving enhancements both
lie near the transition between optically thin and thick plasma
at 100 GHz. From the estimated optical thicknesses of the two
enhancements, isothermal plasmas would be expected to have
electron temperatures of ⇠7 370�15 300 K for the stationary en-
hancement and ⇠7 440�9 560 K for the moving enhancement.

Using ALMA Band 6 data, Brajša et al. (2018) reported
the first analysis of solar structures in 1.21 mm full�disk solar
ALMA images. They compared full�disk solar ALMA image,
taken on 18 December 2015, with simultaneous images in opti-
cal (H↵ line), infrared (He I 1083 line) and EUV (AIA 1700Å,
304Å, 211Å, 193Å and 171Å) spectrum as well as with an SDO
Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) magnetogram. CBPs
visible in the observed data showed a very good match with
ALMA bright features, where 82% of all CBPs from the EUV
image corresponded to the ALMA 1.21 mm bright points. A con-
tinuation of this work was done by Brajša et al. (2021) with an
emphasis on CBPs in ALMA Band 6 data. In the quiet Sun, four
CBPs were identified, with other small-scale ALMA bright fea-
tures most likely being associated with magnetic network ele-
ments and plages. It was also found that enhanced emission seen
in ALMA data is almost always associated with strong line-of-
sight magnetic field. In the active region, using ALMA Band 3
interferometric data, 14 small-scale ALMA bright features were
randomly selected, and by comparing with other wavelength im-
ages, they found five CBP, two plage, and five fibril candidates,
with only two remaining uncertain features.

In the present paper, which is a continuation of the work done
by Brajša et al. (2021), we present an analysis of intensity and
sizes of CBPs within the boundaries of five di↵erent CHs and
of CBPs outside them in the quiet Sun region. We first describe
data and methods used for CH extraction and CBP identification,
measurement and statistical analysis (Sect. 2). Next, we present
the results of CH extraction and statistical analysis of the mea-
sured CBP properties (Sect. 3), then discuss and compare the
important results (Sect. 4) and finally finish with plans for future
work (Sect. 5).

2. Data and methodology

2.1. ALMA single-dish data

From several hundred full-disk solar images taken by ALMA be-
tween 23 March 2017 and 13 April 2019, a total of five images
were chosen that contain di↵erent CHs near the central region
of the solar disk. The five chosen full-disk solar maps for 16
April 2017, 22 April 2017, 17 April 2018, 3 May 2018 and 25
December 2018 were obtained by scanning the solar disk with
a 12 m single-dish total power ALMA antenna at Band 6 fre-
quencies 230 GHz (� = 1.3 mm), 248 GHz (� = 1.21 mm), 232
GHz (� = 1.29 mm), 248 GHz (� = 1.21 mm) and 230 GHz
(� = 1.3 mm) respectively in a double circle pattern (Philips
et al. 2015, White et al. 2017). We restricted ourselves to only
Band 6 because of a better resolution in comparison to other cur-
rently available bands used for solar observations with the total
power antenna. Single-dish beam sizes for the obtained images
are 28.3", 26.7", 28.2", 26.7" and 28.4" respectively with a pixel
scale of 3".

Before we could analyze the selected ALMA images, they
had to be corrected for the limb brightening e↵ect. For this pur-
pose we used a second-order polynomial fit for the center-to-
limb brightness function following the procedure given in Su-
dar et al. (2019). The limb brightening correction procedure was
done using limb.py Python script made by Sudar et al. (2019) for
the limb brightening correction of ALMA data.

2.2. SDO observations

From the available SDO data, we took AIA EUV 193 Å filter-
grams (Lemen et al. 2012) taken at the corresponding observa-
tional times of the chosen ALMA images. The spatial resolu-
tion for all selected EUV images was 0.6" per pixel. Since the
limb brightening e↵ect in the EUV data is very low at distances
smaller than 0.7 solar radii from the solar disk centre (Verbeeck
et al. 2014), there is no need for the limb brightening correction
to be made for the purpose of the CBP measurements if we only
search for CBPs in the central regions of the solar disk as it is
done in the present paper. The next set of SDO data was HMI
data taken at the same times with the spatial resolution of 0.5"
per pixel (Scherrer et al. 2012). HMI data shows magnetograms
of the line-of-sight (LOS) magnetic field with a time cadence of
45 s for the whole solar disk. For the purpose of our analysis, the
values of the HMI magnetogram intensities were saturated at the
values of ±120 G to better see the magnetic flux sources in the
solar photosphere.

2.3. Coronal hole extraction

To extract the boundaries of CHs as well as their intensity and
area, but also magnetic properties inside them, we used Collec-
tion of Analysis Tools for Coronal Holes (CATCH) developed
by Heinemann et al. (2019) as a user-friendly SolarSoftWare
Interactive Data Language (SSWIDL) Graphical User Interface
(GUI). CATCH uses a threshold based extraction method that in-
corporates the intensity gradient along the CH boundary. It uses
two free parameters that we can manipulate, which are intensity
threshold that is based on the median intensity of the solar disk
and radius of the morphological operator that smoothes the CH
boundary. During image upload, we use the annulus limb bright-
ening e↵ect correction based on Verbeeck et al. (2014), which is
available in CATCH, and to enhance the processing speed, we
down-scaled EUV filtergrams from a pixel scale of 4096 ⇥ 4096
to 2048 ⇥ 2048. The best CH boundary was extracted using the
evaluation given in Heinemann et al. (2019).

2.4. CBP identification

We based our CBP identification on SDO data which includes
AIA EUV 193 Å filtergrams and HMI magnetograms. On EUV
maps (e.g. Fig. 1) CBPs can be recognized as small-scale bright
loop-like structures of plasma that link two photospheric mag-
netic flux concentrations of opposite polarity visible in mag-
netogram data. For visualisation of the SDO images we used
SunPy1 software package in Python. Our goal was to search for
bright loops of plasma connecting di↵erent magnetic flux po-
larities, which gave us a strong confirmation that the observed
feature is a CBP, but this was not always easy. Because CBPs
have di↵erent shapes and sizes, as well as di↵erent intensities,
there is a chance that we just might catch a CBP at the moment
of its emergence or dissapearance when it is hard to recognize
1 https://sunpy.org/
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it. In order to determine with great confidence that the observed
feature is truly a CBP, we used the help of JHelioviewer soft-
ware (Müller et al. 2017). With JHelioviewer we were able to
visualise the evolution of the feature of interest through time a
couple of hours before and after the time of the observed image.
By analysing the change of shape and intensity of the observed
feature we were able to confirm with great confidence if the ob-
served feature was a CBP or not.

After the CBP identification was carried out for SDO data,
we looked at the ALMA images to try to identify the same CBPs
there. CBPs visible in the obtained full-disk ALMA images can
be identified as bright ellipsoidal features mainly because of a
poor spatial resolution of the available images. The CBP identi-
fication was first carried out within the boundaries of the CH of
interest for both ALMA and SDO data, and based on the num-
ber of CBPs found inside CH, a much larger sample of CBPs
was selected in the quiet Sun region outside the CH boundaries
far from the limb of the solar disk.

2.5. Obtaining CBP physical properties

In this work, we have chosen to study (mean) intensity and mor-
phology (size/diameter and area) of CBPs. To determine the
edges of a CBP with better precision, we eliminated the sur-
rounding background plasma by setting the intensity threshold
based on the median intensity of a small area centred around the
selected CBP of interest. Radius of this small area around the
CBP was chosen to have values between 30" and 45" depending
on the CBP size (larger CBP required the larger radius) and a
possible appearance of a strong bright source nearby (if far from
the CBP, the smaller radius is taken, if close to the CBP, then the
larger radius is taken). The same procedure was done for both
ALMA Band 6 and SDO EUV images. Once the boundaries
of the selected CBPs were identified, the mean intensity of all
CBP pixels included is measured. The CBP area is determined
by counting pixels included within the determined edges, and
the size (diameter) of a CBP is taken to be the largest distance
between two pixels of a CBP.

2.6. Statistical difference of the measured physical properties

To see if there is a statistically significant di↵erence in the mea-
sured properties between CBPs within and outside CHs, we use
two di↵erent methods. The first method is a robust method that
uses the expression (e.g. Brajša et al. 1999):

�! = !1 � !2 > N(M(!1) + M(!2)) (1)

where !1,2 represent mean values of the observed property for
two di↵erent data samples, M(!1,2) are the corresponding stan-
dard errors and N = 1, 2, 3, etc. A di↵erence of the measured
means !1 and !2 is statistically significant on the N� level if
the above criterion is fulfilled for the largest natural number N
possible.

The second method is more precise and uses the unequal
variances t-test (Press et al. 1992). As with the previous method,
we try to determine if the means of two data sets are significantly
di↵erent from each other and by how much. In t-test statistics,
this is characterized by two quantities, a t-value, corresponding
to a distance between the two means in terms of standard de-
viations, and a p-value, corresponding to a probability for the
obtained result to be coincidental. We should note here that,
based on our CBP sample ordering, the negative (positive) t-
value means that the mean value of the measured physical prop-
erty for the CBPs outside (within) the CH boundares is higher.

For the purpose of our work, if p-value < 0.05, then our two data
sets have statistically significant di↵erence between their mean
values. Both t-value and p-value are obtained using the function
ttest_ind2 with an unequal variance option under SciPy3 soft-
ware package in Python.

Both methods were conducted on 200 samples, which were
randomly generated from the detected CBPs inside and outside
of CHs. With that we obtain sample pair of equal size which we
use for comparison between CBPs inside and outside of CHs.
This procedure is called a bootstrap technique (Efron and Tibshi-
rani 1993), and it was used for all the measured physical prop-
erties of the selected CBPs. On top of that, we also repeated the
whole procedure on di↵erent individual CBP sample sizes to see
how the result changes for di↵erent numbers of CBPs included
in the calculation.

3. Results

3.1. CH extraction

Five chosen CHs outlined with a boundary obtained with
CATCH are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. In both figures, the analyzed
CBPs are marked with small circles. Additionally, if a CBP was
excluded from a CH by CATCH, but it was still inside the most
outer CH boundary, we considered it to be inside the CH.

From CATCH we obtained area, mean EUV intensity, signed
mean magnetic field strength, magnetic field skewness (measure
of the distinctness of a dominant polarity), signed magnetic flux
and magnetic flux balance (ratio of signed to unsigned magnetic
flux) within the obtained boundaries of the chosen CHs. The ob-
tained properties for all five CHs, including a number of detected
CBPs inside and a number of additinally selected CBPs outside
of CHs, are given in Table 1.

From Table 1 we see very similar obtained intensity thresh-
olds for all five CHs, with the minimum of 27 DN being for
CH3 and maximum of 33 DN being for CH5. The mean value
of the intensity threshold is 31 ± 1 DN. Moreover, all of the
chosen CHs have very similar mean EUV intensities, with the
minimum being 17.83 DN for CH2 and maximum being 20.48
DN for CH4. The mean value of the mean intensities for all five
CHs combined is 19.27 ± 0.52 DN.

Based on the obtained CH area, the smallest of the five CHs
is CH1 with 7 confirmed CBPs inside and the largest one is CH4
with 32 confirmed CBPs inside. By comparing the CH area and
the number of CBPs inside of CHs, we see that larger CHs in
general have higher number of CBPs within their boundaries.
The only exception is CH3 which is the second largest CH, but
has the second smallest number of CBPs found inside out of all
the five CHs. If we do a linear fit between the number density
of CBPs in CHs (Nin/ACH) and the CH area (ACH) by ignoring
CH3, we get Nin/ACH ⇠ 0.1122 ⇥ ACH with a Spearman’s lin-
ear correlation coe�cient rS = 0.79. This result shows a modest
tendency of the number density of CBPs in CHs to increase with
CH area. When adding CH3 into consideration, the Spearman’s
correlation coe�cient immediately drops to rS = 0.21, showing
very weak correlation between the number density of CBPs and
CH area. By analyzing the corresponding errors of a CH area, we
see that four out of five CHs have stable boundaries with CH2
having the highest stability if we consider the relative error for
CH area. We find low stability boundaries only for CH3, with a

2 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/
generated/scipy.stats.ttest_ind.html
3 https://scipy.org/
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Fig. 1. SDO 193 Å EUV full-disk images of the solar corona with five chosen CHs (CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4 and CH5 respectively) outlined with
a red boundary obtained with CATCH using the same SDO 193 Å EUV images, while the selected CBPs are marked with circles (white - within
CH, yellow - outside CH). Inset images in the top right corner of the full-disk images show a close up look of the central region containing the
corresponding CH with all of the selected CBPs. Intensity is clipped between 20 and 6 000 DN.
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Fig. 2. ALMA Band 6 full-disk images of the solar chromosphere with the outlined CHs (red boundary), marked positions of the selected CBPs
and with inset images of a close up look of the corresponding CHs and all of the selected CBPs as in Fig. 1. Brightness temperature Tb is clipped
between 5 500 and 7 000 K.
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Table 1. Properties of the five chosen CHs denoted as CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4 and CH5.

CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4 CH5
Date of observation [y-m-d] 2017-04-16 2017-04-22 2018-04-17 2018-05-03 2018-12-25
Time of observation [h:m:s] 17:20:28 16:47:40 16:59:16 16:20:52 12:57:52

Intensity threshold [DN] 32 31 27 33 32
Area [1010 km2] 2.74 ± 0.23 7.65 ± 0.49 8.16 ± 1.24 9.24 ± 0.65 5.93 ± 0.59

Mean Intensity [DN] 20.13 ± 0.90 17.83 ± 0.75 18.29 ± 1.13 19.60 ± 0.87 20.48 ± 0.99
Signed mean magnetic field [G] 2.46 ± 0.03 -1.90 ± 0.04 -1.12 ± 0.14 -2.01 ± 0.01 1.31 ± 0.07

Magnetic field skewness 8.76 ± 0.30 -7.29 ± 0.22 -4.65 ± 0.34 -7.55 ± 0.08 5.99 ± 0.18
Signed magnetic flux [1020 Mx] 5.93 ± 0.39 -13.34 ± 0.26 -7.67 ± 0.22 -18.40 ± 1.20 6.87 ± 0.35

Magnetic flux balance [%] 29.00 ± 0.42 20.80 ± 0.74 13.28 ± 1.89 21.79 ± 0.10 13.92 ± 0.76
No. of confirmed CBPs inside of CH 7 21 16 32 18

No. density of CBPs inside of CH [10�10 km�2] 2.55 ± 0.21 2.75 ± 0.18 1.96 ± 0.30 3.46 ± 0.24 3.04 ± 0.30
No. of selected CBPs outside of CH 20 34 30 50 42

relative area error over 15%. This large uncertainty for CH3 is
possibly due to its peculiar shape, with a southern patchy struc-
ture, that could have also a↵ected the number of CBPs detected
inside of it.

Analysis of the magnetic field properties underlying the CHs
(Table 1) yielded two CHs (CH1 and CH5) with positive polar-
ity and three CHs (CH2, CH3 and CH4) with negative polarity.
We see that the absolute value of the signed magnetic field of the
CHs varies only between 1.12 G for CH3 and 2.46 G for CH1
with the mean being 1.76 ± 0.24 G. Absolute value of the skew-
ness of the magnetic field distribution varies between 4.65 for
CH3 and 8.76 for CH1, with the total mean value of 6.85 ± 0.70,
showing the asymmetry in the magnetic field distibution of the
five CHs caused by the abundance of open magnetic field lines.

The largest di↵erence in magnetic property between these
five coronal holes is found in their magnetic field flux. Because
the magnetic field strength does not vary much between CHs,
it means that the magnetic flux must go with the CH area. The
minimum absolute value of 5.93 ⇥ 1020 Mx for the signed mag-
netic field flux is found for CH1, while the maximum of 18.4 ⇥
1020 Mx is found for CH4. Mean value of the absolute signed
magnetic field fluxes for all CHs combined is 10.44 ± 2.37 ⇥
1020 Mx. For the magnetic flux balance, which is a measure of
the percentage of open flux, the minimum magnetic flux balance
is found for CH3 with a value of only 13.28% and the maximum
magnetic flux balance is found for CH1 with a value of 29%.
The total mean magnetic flux balance for the five chosen CHs
together was found to be 16.16 ± 2.89%.

Going forward in the results, we will mostly focus our dis-
cussion on the results obtained for CH2 as a good example for
the measured CBP properties out of the five CHs, but we will
still compare the results between all five CHs. Results of the sta-
tistical analysis for the measured CBP properties for CH1, CH3,
CH4 and CH5 can be found in Appendix A, B, C and D.

3.2. Mean CBP intensity

3.2.1. ALMA data

Based on all of the selected CBPs, the maximum values of the
mean intensities for the CBPs within and outside all five CHs in
the ALMA Band 6 images are presented in Table 2.

First column of Table 2 shows that CBPs outside the chosen
CHs can reach higher values of the mean brightness temperature
than the CBPs inside CHs. In all five cases, the average mean
brightness temperature (second column of Table 2) for CBPs

Table 2. Maximum (Imax) and mean (< I >) values of the mean mea-
sured ALMA Band 6 intensities (brightness temperature) of the CBPs
within and outside the chosen five CHs.

Imax [K] < I > [K]
within CH / outside CH within CH / outside CH

CH1 6051 / 6433 5925 ± 27 / 6138 ± 30
CH2 6209 / 6348 5997 ± 19 / 6125 ± 22
CH3 6201 / 6485 5963 ± 25 / 6173 ± 26
CH4 6284 / 6431 6058 ± 18 / 6112 ± 17
CH5 6255 / 6379 6036 ± 24 / 6201 ± 27

outside the CHs is higher than for those outside, and it reaches
values above 6 100 K. On the other hand, for the CBPs inside
the CHs the average brightness temperature is below the previ-
ous value and in the first three cases even below 6 000 K.

Top left panel of Fig. 3 shows very clearly the separation be-
tween CBPs inside and outside CH2, with the ones inside having
a lower mean brightness temperature and a smaller mean bright-
ness temperature dispersion around a general mean value (Table
2). By increasing the sample size for bootstrapping, we find a
more pronounced separation. Moreover, larger overlaps of the
mean brightness temperatures were found for two coronal holes,
CH4 and CH5, when having smaller sample sizes.

The histogram in the top right panel of Fig. 3, which was ob-
tained using the expression 1, shows that most of the CBP sam-
ple pairs have their brightness temperatures di↵ering between
2� and 3�. Even larger di↵erence is seen in the bottom row of
Fig. 3, where in the left panel we see a large number of sample
pairs having the mean brightness temperature di↵erence between
3� and 3.5�, with a tendency towards 3�. The p-values in the
right panel show that almost all of the sample pairs have a p-
value under 0.05, clearly showing a statistically significant mean
brightness temperature di↵erence between CBPs inside and out-
side the CH2. Similar results were also found for the remainder
of the CHs as well (Fig. A.1, B.1, C.1 and D.1), with a higher or
smaller di↵erence visible between CBP inside and outside a CH
depending on the CH of interest.

3.2.2. SDO data

Moving onto SDO EUV data, Table 3 presents the results for
the maximum value of the mean CBP brightness temperatures
obtained for all of the selected CBPs.
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Fig. 3. Top row: Left panel shows the mean values of the mean CBP intensities (brightness temperature) in the ALMA Band 6 image with
corresponding standard errors of 200 randomly chosen equal size CBP sample pairs, with one sample containing CBPs within (red) and the other
outside (blue) the coronal hole, while the right panel shows histogram of the largest N for which the relation (1) holds true. Bottom row: Left
panel shows histogram of the t-test statistic values (t-values) and the right panel shows the histogram of the p-values obtained for the mean values
of CBP mean intensities in the ALMA Band 6 image. Individual CBP sample contains 15 randomly chosen CBPs out of the many selected CBPs
either within or outside the CH of interest.

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for SDO EUV data.

In Table 3 we see similar behaviour between CBPs inside
and outside the CH2 as it was the case in Table 2 for ALMA
data. The maximum mean EUV intensity (first column of Table

3) for the CBPs within the CH2 is lower in value than we found
for the CBPs in the quiet Sun outside the CH2. We see a very
high measured EUV intensity for a single CBP outside the CH3
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Table 3. Same as Table 2, but for SDO EUV data.

Imax [DN] < I > [DN]
within CH / outside CH within CH / outside CH

CH1 109 / 610 76 ± 7 / 361 ± 34
CH2 142 / 725 85 ± 7 / 269 ± 24
CH3 175 / 1641 83 ± 9 / 347 ± 52
CH4 452 / 911 111 ± 15 / 289 ± 21
CH5 175 / 468 93 ± 7 / 210 ± 12

with a mean intensity value of 1641 DN. Moreover, we found
that all of the average mean intensity values (second column of
Table 3) are surpassing 200 DN for CBPs in the quiet Sun outside
the CH2 for all five CHs, while for the CBPs inside the CHs the
value is under 100 DN, except for the largest coronal hole CH4
for which the average mean EUV intensity value is measured to
be 111 DN.

The top left panel of Fig. 4 shows the separation between the
CBPs within and outside the CH2 to be more prominent than for
the measured mean ALMA intensity seen in Fig. 3. The disper-
sion of the mean EUV intensity for CBPs inside CH2 is very
narrow, around 30 DN in width, while for the CBPs in the quiet
Sun outside the CH2 it is much higher. Also, when taking dif-
ferent sample sizes, we found the same e↵ect on the results as it
was the case for ALMA data. Just by looking at the top left panel
of Fig. 4, we see a very significant di↵erence in the mean EUV
intensity between CBPs inside and outside the CH, not only for
the current case of CH2, but also for the rest of the selected CHs
(Fig. A.4, B.4, C.4 and D.4).

Next, in the top right panel of Fig. 4 we see that the pre-
sented histogram shows very similar shape as the one for the
mean ALMA intensity (Fig. 3), but with a shift of about 2�
to higher values. This time, the largest number of CBP sam-
ple pairs have the individual sample mean EUV intensites dif-
fering by about 4� to 5�, which suggests this result has a negli-
gible possibility for being coincidental. Bottom row of the Fig. 4
shows even higher di↵erence between the two groups of CBPs,
where t-values show that the largest number of CBP sample pairs
are grouped between 4.5� and 6� di↵erence, with a maximum
closer to 5�. Moreover, the bottom right panel shows that all
200 randomly chosen sample pairs have a p-value well under
0.05 threshold. This is a clear indication that the di↵erence in
EUV intensity between CBPs inside and outside the CH2 is sta-
tistically significant. This was also the case for the rest of the
selected CHs (Fig. A.4, B.4, C.4 and D.4), even for small indi-
vidual sample sizes like the one seen for CH1 (Fig. A.4).

3.3. CBP size

3.3.1. ALMA data

Analyzing further, in Table 4 the results of the maximum mea-
sured CBP sizes (diameters) and the mean values for all of the
selected CBPs in the ALMA Band 6 images for all five selected
CHs are presented.

The maximal measured CBP ALMA sizes in Table 4 show
a variety of values, where for CH1 and CH4 we have the same
measured maximum size for a CBP both within and outside these
CHs. For three out of five CHs the maximum size of the CBPs
is smaler than for the ones in the quiet Sun outside the CHs,
with the largest di↵erence seen for CH5. The maximal measured
size for a CBP was found outside the CH2 with a value of 51",

Table 4. Maximum (dmax) and mean (< d >) values of the measured
ALMA Band 6 CBP sizes (diameter) within and outside the chosen five
CHs.

dmax [arcsec] < d > [arcsec]
within CH / outside CH within CH / outside CH

CH1 35 / 35 18 ± 3 / 25 ± 1
CH2 38 / 51 22 ± 1 / 27 ± 1
CH3 35 / 40 21 ± 2 / 30 ± 1
CH4 46 / 46 25 ± 1 / 29 ± 1
CH5 29 / 47 21 ± 1 / 28 ± 1

which is below the agreed maximum size value of 60" for a CBP.
Looking at the general mean values of the CBP sizes, we see that
CBPs within all five CHs have on average smaler size than the
ones outside, with the maximum average size di↵erence seen for
CH3, where the average size of CBPs inside the CH3 is 21" and
for those outside 30". The minimum average size di↵erence is
seen for CH4, where the average size of CBPs inside this CH is
25" and for those outside 29".

Furthermore, the results of the statistical analysis obtained
for the measured ALMA Band 6 CBP sizes are presented in Fig.
5. Separation between two di↵erent groups of CBPs is visible in
the top left panel of Fig. 5, but there are more overlaps of the
mean value range than previously seen for CBP intensity. The
size dispersion for CBPs within CH2 is around the mean value
of 22" and has a smaller width than the CBP group outside CH2
with a mean of about 27". For smaller sample sizes we found
more overlaps between the mean values for each CBP sample
pair, where the di↵erence between the two means was much
smaller. The same behaviour was found for each selected CH
(Fig. A.2, B.2, C.2 and D.2), where the separation between the
CBP inside and outside the CH was more pronounced for larger
CBP sample sizes. The smallest visible separation between these
two groups of CBPs was found for CH1 (Fig. A.2), where we
have large overlaps between the mean values, but we still see the
diversity between CBPs inside and outside the CH1 even for the
small CBP sample size.

The histogram in the top right panel of Fig. 5 shows that
the di↵erence in CBP size between di↵erent groups of CBPs for
ALMA data is not very large. We found that the large number
of CBP sample pairs have their sizes di↵ering by only 1� to 2�,
with a smaller number of them di↵ering more. The bottom row
of Fig. 5 however, points to a slightly larger di↵erence. Based
on the obtained t-values, the largest number of 200 sample pairs
have the size di↵erence at about 2�, similarly to the result for
the previous robust method. Moreover, results for the p-values
in the right panel show the maximum number of sample pairs
having p-value under 0.05, but with a great deal of them over this
chosen threshold. The remainder of the CHs also show similar
results (Fig. A.2, B.2, C.2 and D.2), with the highest di↵erence
between CBPs inside and outside a CH seen for CH3 (Fig. B.2),
where the size di↵erence was over 4�.

3.3.2. SDO data

Similar to the previously analysed ALMA data, Table 5 shows
the maximum measured CBP size and mean of all the sizes for
SDO EUV data.

In comparison to ALMA data, four out of five CHs show
that CBPs inside them have smaller maximum size than the ones
outside. The only exception is CH4 for which we have a reverse
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Fig. 5. Top row: Left panel shows the mean values of the CBP sizes (diameter) in the ALMA Band 6 image with corresponding standard errors of
200 randomly chosen equal size CBP sample pairs, with one sample containing CBPs within (red) and the other outside (blue) the coronal hole,
while the right panel shows histogram of the largest N for which the relation (1) holds true. Bottom row: Left panel shows histogram of the t-test
statistic values (t-values) and the right panel shows the histogram of the p-values obtained for the mean values of CBP sizes in the ALMA Band 6
image. Individual CBP sample contains 15 randomly chosen CBPs out of the many selected CBPs either within or outside the CH of interest.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for SDO EUV data.

situation where the maximum measured CBP size inside CH4
has a higher value than any of the selected CBPs outside CH4.
The maximum measured CBP size for EUV data was found to
be 49" for a CBP outside CH2. The mean value of CBP sizes

shows that CBPs inside four of the CHs are on average smaller
than those outside, similar to ALMA data. Again, the CH4 is
the exception because the obtained average sizes are the same,
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Table 5. Same as Table 4 but for SDO EUV data.

dmax [arcsec] < d > [arcsec]
within CH / outside CH within CH / outside CH

CH1 27 / 31 18 ± 2 / 20 ± 1
CH2 31 / 49 18 ± 1 / 25 ± 2
CH3 30 / 37 16 ± 1 / 24 ± 1
CH4 43 / 37 20 ± 1 / 20 ± 1
CH5 25 / 43 18 ± 1 / 22 ± 1

meaning that for this CH there is no clear CBP size di↵erence
between the CBPs inside and outside it.

Next, Fig. 6 shows the results of the statistical analysis for
the CBP sizes in EUV data, where the separation of the two CBP
groups, visible in the top left panel, is now slightly more promi-
nent than it was for ALMA data (Fig. 5). We find lower EUV
size dispersion for CBPs inside CH2 in comparison to the ones
outside in the quiet Sun region. The CBP size values for CBPs
inside CH2 vary around the mean value of 18", while for the ones
outside CH2 they vary around 25". A more or less clear separa-
tion between the two di↵erent CBP groups was found for almost
all of the selected CHs, with larger overlaps seen for smaller
sample sizes, and of course for CH1, which either way had a
very small number of CBPs inside. However, in comparison to
all other CHs, for CH4 we found no clear CBP size di↵erence
between two di↵erent CBP groups even for the largest sample
sizes we used (Fig. C.5). This was because for approximately
50% of the cases the CBPs inside the CH4 were found to be on
average larger in size than those outside, and for other 50% they
were smaller.

The top right panel of the Fig. 6 shows many of chosen CBP
sample pairs having the size di↵erence between 1� and 2�, with
not so many of them above that range. In the bottom row of the
Fig. 6 the obtained t-values indicate that CBP EUV sizes be-
tween two di↵erent CBP groups mostly di↵er by about 2�, as
was the case for the previously used robust method which uses
Eq. (1). In comparison, the histogram for the obtained p-values
shows the maximum with a larger number of sample pairs hav-
ing a p-value under the chosen threshold of 0.05, but with a
negligible number of sample pairs having a p-value above this
threshold. This was the case for three out of five CHs, except for
CH1 and CH4. For CH1 the EUV size di↵erence was mostly
just under 1�, while for CH4 the t-value histogram distribu-
tion had a nice Gaussian shape with the maximum at around
0� for basically every sample size we considered. Moreover, as
we took larger and larger sample sizes, so did the shape of the
p-value histogram for CH4 move towards higher values closer
to 1, which is the complete opposite situation than we observed
for every single other case for all five CHs.

3.4. CBP area

3.4.1. ALMA data

Finally, we come to the CBP area measurements, where the max-
imum measured CBP areas and the means of all the CBP areas
for ALMA Band 6 data are presented in Table 6.

Results from Table 6 show a clear di↵erence in the measured
ALMA CBP area between CBPs inside and outside the CHs. We
see that CBPs inside all five CHs have smaller maximum mea-
sured areas, with the highest value found to be over 860 arcsec2

in the case of CH2. The maximum area for a CBP outside the CH

Table 6. Maximum (Amax) and mean (< A >) values of the measured
ALMA Band 6 CBP areas within and outside the chosen five CHs.

Amax [arcsec2] < A > [arcsec2]
within CH / outside CH within CH / outside CH

CH1 584 / 648 286 ± 59 / 355 ± 35
CH2 863 / 1054 321 ± 36 / 458 ± 40
CH3 593 / 1043 281 ± 37 / 607 ± 39
CH4 668 / 1106 384 ± 28 / 533 ± 35
CH5 533 / 1474 305 ± 32 / 531 ± 44

was found for CH5 with a value of 1474 arcsec2. Mean values
of all the measured CBP areas again point to the same situation
where CBPs inside the selected CHs have on average smaller ar-
eas than the ones outside the CHs, with the smallest di↵erence
between CBPs inside and outside a CH of only 69 arcsec2 found
for CH1.

Statistical analysis done for the CBP areas using ALMA
Band 6 data is presented in Fig. 7. The top left panel of the Fig.
7 shows a very similar behaviour as it was the case for the CBP
size, only this time there is a slightly more pronounced separa-
tion between two di↵erent CBP groups. The area dispersion for
CBPs inside the CH2 is approximately two times smaller than
for the ones outside the CH2. Both di↵erent CBP group distri-
butions are dispersed around the general mean values mentioned
in Table 6, where the mean area value for CBPs in the quiet Sun
outside the CH2 is more than 100 arcsec2 higher than for the
ones inside. By changing the individual CBP sample sizes, we
found similar behaviour as was the case for the previously mea-
sured CBP properties. We also obtained similar results for the
rest of the CHs (Fig. A.3, B.3, C.3 and D.3), with a larger over-
lap between the mean values obtained for CH1 and CH4, but
depending on the sample size, with a small or almost no area
di↵erence visible between CBPs inside and outside CH4.

Next, the top right panel of Fig. 7 points to a very high num-
ber of CBP sample pairs having the area di↵erence between 1�
and 2�, with a very small number of them going above 3�. The
same result can be seen in the bottom row of Fig. 7, where most
of the CBP sample pairs have their areas di↵ering by an amount
between 1.5� and 2�. Moreover, p-value histogram indicates
that there is a maximum number of sample pairs with a p-value
under 0.05, but with a large number of them also having p-values
above the chosen threshold. This result clearly indicates a non-
significant di↵erence in CBP area between CBPs inside and out-
side CH2. Analyzing di↵erent sample sizes showed that the area
di↵erence was more significant for larger samples. Similar re-
sults were found for the rest of the CHs, where the area di↵er-
ence for CH1 (Fig. A.3) was even less significant than the one
presented here for CH2, while for CH3 (Fig. B.3), CH4 (Fig.
C.3) and CH5 (Fig. D.3) we found more significant CBP area
di↵erence around 2� to 3� for CH4 and CH5 and even up to 5�
for CH3.

3.4.2. SDO data

For SDO EUV data, the maximum CBP area and the means of
all the measured CBP EUV areas for are presented in Table 7.

Based on the measured CBP areas in Table 7, we find that
CBPs inside four out of five CHs have smaller maximum EUV
area than the ones in the quiet Sun outside those CHs, except
for the CH4 for which the highest maximum EUV area is found
for CBPs inside CH4. Out of all selected CBPs for all five CHs,
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Fig. 7. Top row: Left panel shows the mean values of the CBP areas in the ALMA Band 6 image with corresponding standard errors of 200
randomly chosen equal size CBP sample pairs, with one sample containing CBPs within (red) and the other outside (blue) the coronal hole, while
the right panel shows histogram of the largest N for which the relation (1) holds true. Bottom row: Left panel shows histograms of the t-test statistic
values (t-values) and the right panel shows the histogram of the p-values obtained for the mean values of CBP areas in the ALMA Band 6 image.
Individual CBP sample contains 15 randomly chosen CBPs out of the many selected CBPs either within or outside the CH of interest.

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but for SDO EUV data.

the maximum measured EUV area was found for a CBP outside
CH5 with a value of 1059 arcsec2. Similar situation was obtained
for the mean value of all the measured EUV areas, where CBPs
inside almost all of the CHs have on average smaller EUV, with

the exception of CH4. For CH4 however, the area means have
very similar values di↵ering only by 24 arcsec2, meaning that
there is no clear di↵erence for the EUV area di↵erence between
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Table 7. Same as Table 6 but for SDO EUV data.

Amax [arcsec2] < A > [arcsec2]
within CH / outside CH within CH / outside CH

CH1 325 / 528 153 ± 36 / 203 ± 31
CH2 675 / 1043 210 ± 31 / 413 ± 49
CH3 377 / 788 138 ± 22 / 345 ± 35
CH4 1002 / 734 226 ± 33 / 250 ± 21
CH5 408 / 1059 175 ± 23 / 285 ± 30

CBPs inside and outside CH4 since the general mean area values
basically overlap.

Statistical analysis of the measured EUV CBP areas are pre-
sented in Fig. 8. Top left panel of Fig. 8 indicates a much clearer
separation between CBPs inside and outside CH2 than it was for
the CBP size in Fig. 6. The mean EUV area dispersion is again
much smaller for CBPs inside CH2, with a width just above 100
arcsec2 around the mean value of 210 arcsec2, while CBPs in the
quiet Sun outside CH2 have three times higher dispersion around
the mean of 410 arcsec2. Results found for the rest of the CHs
(Fig. A.6, B.6, C.6 and D.6) indicate a similar behaviour of the
measured EUV CBP area, with more overlapses seen for CH1
(Fig. A.6) and CH4 (Fig. C.6), especially for smaller CBP sam-
ple sizes we took. The largest deviation from the results obtained
for the rest of the CHs was found for CH4 which had no visible
separation between two di↵erent groups of CBPs even for some
of the large sample sizes, which is connected with the very simi-
lar mean area values seen in Table 7. Only for the largest sample
sizes taken do we start to see a small separation in CBP EUV
area between CBPs inside and outside the CH4.

In the top right panel of Fig. 8 for CH2 we see that the highest
number of the CBP sample pairs have their EUV areas di↵ering
between 1� and 2�, but there is also a great deal of them hav-
ing the area di↵erence even between 2� and 3�. The histogram
of the obtained t-value in the bottom row of Fig. 8 however, in-
dicates that the highest number of the CBP sample pairs have
CBP areas di↵ering between 2� and 3�, with a maximum of the
distribution between 2� and 2.5�. This statistically significant
di↵erence is more visible in the p-value histogram where almost
all of the CBP sample pairs have a p-value under 0.05. Simi-
lar results were found for CH3 (Fig. B.6) and CH5 (Fig. D.6)
as well, where the EUV area di↵erence goes even up to 4� for
CH3. On the other hand, for CH1 (Fig. A.6) and CH4 (Fig. D.6)
the EUV area di↵erence was less than 1�, sometimes even less
than 0.5�, and the obtained p-value distributions were, depend-
ing on the sample sizes, more or less equally scattered across all
the possible values. For these two CHs specifically, the results
indicate that there is extremely small, or even no significant dif-
ference in the EUV CBP area between the CBPs inside these
CHs and the ones outside in the quiet Sun.

4. Discussion

4.1. CH extraction

In this paper we report measurements of the intensity and sizes
of CBPs within the boundaries of five selected CHs at specific
times, as well as outside them in the quiet Sun region, with a
goal to find if the physical properties di↵er depending on the
region where CBPs reside.

Using CATCH, boundaries of the chosen CHs were extracted
and their physical properties (Table 1) were obtained at the time

of observation for SDO EUV data. We find good agreements
with the results obtained by Heinemann et al. (2019) for all the
measured properties for all selected CH. Also, considering the
time of the CH appearance, we find good agreements with the
mean values of the physical properties obtained here for CHs at
the time of the solar activity decline and minimum.

Comparing the properties of the chosen CHs (Table 1), we
find CH4 to stand out from the five chosen CHs in four di↵erent
properties. This CH is special because it has visibly the largest
area out of the five CHs close to 1011 km2 and it contains very
large number of CBPs inside it, well above the number found for
the other CHs. Moreover, its signed magnetic fluxe is also larger
than those obtained for the other CHs by a large amount. These
di↵erences of the CH4 in comparison to other CHs could play
a role in the observed CBP properties that we measured, which
will be discussed in the upcoming sections.

4.2. Mean CBP intensity

In EUV images CBPs appear as bright small-scale coronal loops
(Madjarska 2019), while in the ALMA images those same CBPs
correspond to bright point features overlaying the bipolar struc-
tures seen in the HMI magnetograms (Brajša et al. 2018, 2021).
ALMA Band 6 and SDO EUV images in Fig. 2 and 1 show se-
lected CBPs at the certain times the images were taken, where
we see a variety of di↵erent CBP intensities.

Fig. 3, 4, A.1, A.4, B.1, B.4, C.1, C.4, D.1 and D.4 show vis-
ible separation in the mean intensity between the CBPs within
CH boundaries and those outside them in the quiet Sun. What
we see is that CBPs inside all CHs appear to be fainter than the
CBPs outside the CHs in the quiet Sun region in both ALMA
and SDO data. Seeing fainter CBPs at both chromosperic and
coronal heights could be the consequence of the plasma heating
transfer from the upper to bottom parts of a CBP through ther-
mal conduction (Habbal et al. 1990). Based on the means of the
mean CBP intensities inside and outside of CHs in both ALMA
and SDO data in Table 2 and 3, we derived the relation between
relative ratios of mean ALMA (< IS DO,in > / < IS DO,out > �1)
and SDO intensities (< IALMA,in > / < IALMA,out > �1) of a
form < IS DO,in > / < IS DO,out > �1 ⇠ 5.727⇥ < IS DO,in >
/ < IS DO,out > �1 with rS = 0.63. The result shows a modest
correlation that could point to the plasma heating being trans-
fered between two di↵erent parts of a CBP loop structure, but it
is not that strong correlation to rule out the possibility of having
di↵erent heating mechanisms at di↵erent atmospheric layers.

The wider dispersion of the mean intensity for CBPs outside
the CHs, for both ALMA Band 6 and SDO EUV data, shows
a wider range of possible mean CBP intensities than we have
for the CBPs inside the CHs. This indicates that possibly some
physical conditions inside CHs, e.g. magnetic field, might limit
the intensity seen for a CBP inside a CH. Within CHs, open
magnetic field regions are concentrated in unipolar flux tubes
covering only a small fraction of up to 10% from the entire CH
area (Hofmeister et al. 2017, 2019; Heinemann et al. 2018). The
expansion of open magnetic structures within CHs is found to
be much stronger compared to the quiet Sun region (Tian et al.
2008). This clearly has e↵ects on the surrounding closed field,
where dipole regions with CBPs are formed. Model results con-
firm that low-lying loops are mostly present within CHs and
that they are on average flatter compared to the outside quiet
Sun regions (Wiegelmann and Solanki 2004; Wiegelmann et al.
2005). The radially outgoing external field in CHs may serve to
"contain" CBPs to smaller heights, better than the more random
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fields in the quiet Sun (see Figure 3 in Wiegelmann et al. 2005).
Similar result was found in a recent study by Heinemann et al.
(2021b) where the CH magnetic field is derived by using bright
bipolar structures in the CH in AIA 304 Å filtergrams, which
were also visible in AIA 193 Å filtergrams. The authors found
that the strength of the CH magnetic field constrains how large
and how far up the bright structures can be, indicating that the
appearance of CBPs and the CH magnetic field are linked. Alter-
natively, the magnetic connectivity environment in a CH is more
stable, since the external field is always directed the same way.
This might help smaller CBPs last longer against the e↵ects of
convective erosion against external fields. Such low-lying CBP
loops inside CHs might be related to low plasma flows (Wiegel-
mann et al. 2005), revealing a lower temperature/density, or in
other words lower intensity. In addition, we observe centrally on-
disk located features as line-of-sight integrated intensities, and
CBPs in the vicinity of low intensity open flux tubes might ap-
pear less bright compared to those located outside CHs. Since
CBPs seem to appear in layered structures with di↵erent tem-
peratures, where hotter loops are overlaying the cooler loops
(Madjarska 2019), within CHs only the small-scale cooler loops
might be present. An emission measure analysis of the CBPs us-
ing multiple SDO filters may help decide what combination of
factors is driving the intensity di↵erences (beyond the scope of
this study).

We also report a smaller di↵erence in the measured mean in-
tensity seen for ALMA data in comparison to SDO data, which
was independent of the CBP sample size. This was also true for
the CBP sizes and areas. Our results showed larger overlap of
the mean value ranges between the CH and quiet Sun CBPs in
the majority of the cases. Our assumption is that the modest spa-
tial resolution of the ALMA Band 6 single-dish images might be
the main cause of such result. Since the beam width of the ana-
lyzed ALMA Band 6 images was about 9 times larger than the
pixel size itself, the intensity gradient between any two ALMA
features was very small, which prevented us from finding the
precise CBP boundary, thus resulting in a much greater uncer-
tainty for the measured properties. However, for all five CHs
we found that the mean ALMA brightness temperature for both
CBPs inside and outside the chosen CHs are above the central
quiet Sun region brightness tempereture of 5900 K for Band 6
images (White et al. 2017), where CBPs inside the CHs had the
general mean brightness temperature less than 100 K above the
quiet Sun value in three out of five cases (Table 2).

Statistical analysis done using the robust and t-test method
resulted in a very high significance in the di↵erence between
the two di↵erent CBP groups. The di↵erence between the CBPs
inside and outside of all five CHs was between 2� and 6�, sim-
ilar to the maximum intensity. This indicates that the mean CBP
intensity for both ALMA and SDO data at any time, and possi-
bly for any CH, is significantly lower for the CBPs inisde CH in
comparison to the ones outside CH, indicating that physical con-
ditions, e.g. magnetic field, of the areas where CBPs reside might
a↵ect the intensity properties of the CBPs that we observe at
any wavelength/height, especially inside CHs where those con-
ditions might prevent CBPs from reaching higher temperatures
like we previously discussed.

We also must not exclude the possibility of the influence of
CH morphology on the observed intensity. Using the means of
the mean CBP intensities (< I >) of all CHs in Table 2 and 3,
we find a linear relation between the relative ratio of CBP in-
tensities inside and outside of CHs (< Iin > / < Iout > �1)
and CH area (ACH) from Table 1. The obtained linear relations

have a form < Iin > / < Iout > �1 ⇠ 3.76 ⇥ 10�3 ⇥ ACH with
rS = 0.55 for ALMA and < Iin > / < Iout > �1 ⇠ 0.0224 ⇥ ACH
with rS = 0.39 for SDO data. Spearman’s correlation coe�cient
rS for ALMA data shows a modest correlation between the two
properties, but for SDO data we see a weak correlation. If we ex-
clude CH3, for ALMA data we get rS = 0.96 and for SDO data
rS = 0.63, where we now have a stronger correlation, showing
that the relative intensity ratio rises with CH area. Better correla-
tion, with CH3 included, was found if we use number density of
CBPs inside CHs (Nin/ACH) instead of CH area, where we ob-
tain < Iin > / < Iout > �1 ⇠ 0.133 ⇥ Nin/ACH with rS = 0.84
for ALMA and < Iin > / < Iout > �1 ⇠ 0.0238 ⇥ Nin/ACH
with rS = 0.76 for SDO data. This result shows a strong corre-
lation between the two properties, indicating the increase in the
relative intensity ratio with the number density of CBPs within
CHs. This approach with the correlation between the average
properties does su↵er from small number of CHs, but its results
encourage us to analyze the correlation between physical prop-
erties of CBPs and a larger number of CHs in more detail in a
future work.

Furthermore, we report that individual CBP sample size in-
fluences the di↵erence seen between the CBPs inside and outside
CHs seen not just for the intensity, but for the sizes and areas of
the CBPs as well. Taking larger sample sizes closer to the max-
imal number of CBPs found inside a CH, with the exception of
CBP size in the case of CH4, resulted in a more pronounced dif-
ference seen between the CBPs inside and outside CHs, where
the mean value ranges barely, or did not even overlaped at all.
Based on this result, we recommend using larger samples con-
taining the number of CBPs closer to a number of them inside
the CH of interest to maximise the observed di↵erence in physi-
cal CBP properties between the two di↵erent groups of CBPs.

4.3. CBP size

Size of the selected CBPs follows the similar behaviour seen for
the CBP intensity. Fig. 5, 6, A.2, B.2, B.5, C.2, D.2 and D.5
show a separation between the CBPs inside and outside the se-
lected CHs, which indicates that the CBPs inside CHs are on
average smaller in size than the ones outside CHs. This is true
for both ALMA and SDO data in a majority of the cases. The
CBP size dispersion around the general mean value shows CBPs
outside the CH boundaries having a wider range of sizes, mean-
ing that those CBPs can possibly grow to much bigger sizes than
the CBPs inside the CHs. This is possibly because of the e↵ect of
the CH open magnetic structure on the surrounding closed field
inside the CH discussed in the Sect. 4.2.

Two out five CHs, CH1 and CH4, were found to have not
very significant di↵erences in CBP size between the CBPs in-
side and outside CH. This was more pronounced for the ana-
lyzed SDO data in comparison to ALMA data. Fig. A.2 and A.5
show the results of the statistical analysis of the CBP size for
CH1, where we see that the uncertainty of the mean size is very
high, with a more pronounced separation between the two dif-
ferent CBP groups visible for ALMA data, even though it had
poor spatial resolution. Fig. A.5 for SDO data clearly shows that
there is almost no di↵erence in CBP size between the two di↵er-
ent CBP groups, where the di↵erence is less than 1�. This result
for CH1 is most likely because the CH1 itself had only 7 CBPs
inside it (Table 1), and that number limited the maximum CBP
sample size we could take for the purposes of the statistical anal-
ysis, thus causing such a great uncertainty and not so significant
di↵erence in CBP size.
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The situation for CH4 is somewhat di↵erent. Fig. C.2 for
ALMA data shows a clear separation of about 2� between the
CBPs inside and outside of CH4. However, Fig. C.5 for SDO
data shows no significant di↵erence in CBP size between those
CBPs at all. Histograms on the same figure indicate that the EUV
size di↵erence is around 0.1�, where t-value distribution shows
a clear Gaussian shape around that value. The di↵erence in com-
parison to CH1 here is that CH4 had the largest number of CBPs
inside surpassing even 30 CBPs. By changing the CBP sample
size to higher and higher values, p-value distribution for CH4
moved toward right to higher values instead toword left to lower
values what we would expect to happen and as it was in other
cases. There are couple of possible causes of such an insignif-
icant di↵erence seen between CBPs, e.g. the morphology of te
CH4, or maybe magnetic field structure and strentgh. We know
from Table 1 that CH4 is di↵erent than the other CHs we ob-
served beause of its strong signed magnetic flux, which leads
to a conclusion that the underlying CH magnetic magnetic field
might a↵ect the observed CBP size. Aside from the CH1 and
CH4, our results show about 2� in most of the cases to even
above 4� (Fig. B.2) di↵erence in the CBP size between the CBPs
inside and outside the CHs, with the CBPs inside the CHs having
significantly smaller size. This again indicates that certain phys-
ical properties, e.g. the previously mentioned magnetic field, of
the regions where CBPs reside might a↵ect their sizes.

Nevertheless, based on our CBP size results, we found that
the CBP size for the ones inside CHs, when considering all five
selected CHs, ranges between 8" and 46" for ALMA data and
between 8" and 43" for SDO data. For the CBPs outside CHs,
the size ranges between 9" and 51" for ALMA data and between
7" and 49" for SDO data. The total CBP size range, when con-
sidering both CBPs inside and outside CHs, was between 7" and
49" in SDO data and between 8" and 51" in ALMA data. These
size ranges are in a good agreement with the past observations
(Madjarska 2019, Mou et al. 2018) that limit the CBP size be-
tween 5" and 60", despite the observed wavelength.

The modest spatial resolution of the ALMA Band 6 full-disk
solar images does limit the minimum CBP size we can see in
those images. Moreover, because of the modest spatial resolu-
tion, discussed in Sect. 4.2, the chosen intensity thresholds to
extract CBP pixels used in this study could have produced larger
measured ALMA CBP sizes than they truly are, so we have to
take those size measurements with a grain of salt. The same is
true for the measured CBP areas.

Given the spatial resolution of the ALMA full-disk images,
two spatially close features might merge into a single larger ob-
ject unabling us to determine the properties of each feature in-
dividually. This was true in couple of our cases when we had
strong unipolar magnetic flux concentration near a CBP. This
made intensity and size measurements very di�cult since we
did not know the exact CBP boundary, so we had to look for any
intensity gradient change location on the whole feature to take it
as a possible boundary between the individual objects. Also, the
location of the opposite magnetic flux polarities of a CBP and
the location of the unipolar magnetic flux concentration nearby
helped in determining the possible CBP boundaries.

4.4. CBP area

Measured CBP areas follow the results seen for the CBP sizes.
Fig. 7, 8, A.3, B.3, B.6, C.3, D.3 and D.6 show a clear separation
in CBP area between the CBPs inside and outside all five CHs.
We find that CBPs inside the boundaries of CHs have on average
smaller areas than those outside in the quiet Sun, that have a

wider range of possible areas, which is directly connected with
the wider range of CBP sizes.

Again we found that CH1 and CH4 don’t have very signifi-
cant di↵erences in CBP area as it was the case with the CBP sizes
as well. For CH1 this is visible for both ALMA (Fig. A.3) and
SDO (Fig. A.6) data, and more so for SDO data. We discussed
before the problem of small number of CBPs inside CH1 to be
the cause of a small size di↵erence and we beleave the problem
is the same for the CBP area, where the area di↵erence between
the two di↵erent CBP groups was around 1�.

In the case of CH4, for ALMA data we do have a signifi-
cant CBP area di↵erence between the CBPs inside and outside
the CH4, but not for SDO data. Only for the larger CBP sam-
ples (Fig. C.6) do we see the appearance of an extremely small
separation in SDO data between the CBPs inside and outside
the CH4 of mostly around 0.5�, with a smaller number of CBP
pairs going up to 1�. We believe that the previously discussed
di↵erence of the CH4 in comparison to other CHs is the possi-
ble cause of the observed insignificant di↵erence in CBP area as
it was for CBP sizes. There is also a small chance that we just
might have stumbled upon a specific time when the area and size
di↵erences between the CBPs inside and outside the CH4 were
not significant, although this is very unlikely to happen.

Since the majority of the results for five selected CHs point
to a di↵erence in CBP area between the CBPs inside and out-
isde CHs in a range between 1� and even up to 5� (Fig. B.3),
this clearly shows that there is a significant di↵erence in CBP
area between the two CBP groups, with the ones inside the CHs
being on average smaller in area as in sizes, again pointing to
an influence of the certain mentioned physical properties of the
regions where CBPs reside.

Based on 41 CBPs analyzed in the quiet Sun region of
size 780"⇥780" in the SOHO EIT 195Å passband, Zhang et al.
(2001) found an average CBP area of about 196 arcsec2. On the
other hand, Alipour and Safari (2015) analyzed statistical prop-
erties of CBPs in SDO AIA 193Å data using the maximum CBP
size threshold of 56" and found that the average CBP area was
around 225 arcsec2. If we combine our results of the CBP ar-
eas for both the CBPs inside and outside CHs seen in Table
7 for SDO data, the total mean CBP areas are in a very good
agreement with the two previously mentioned values, but with a
much better agreement with Alipour and Safari (2015) for four
out of five CHs. Areas obtained for ALMA data in Table 6 show
a much greater value of CBP area for both CBPs inside and out-
side CHs when comparing to both previously mentiond sizes,
and our EUV sizes as well, possibly because of the modest spa-
tial resolution of ALMA images, which was discussed previosly
in Sect. 4.3.

5. Conclusion and prospects

Based on the obtained results of the measured CBP properties
(intensity, size and area) and their analysis, we conclude that
CBPs inside the CHs on average have lower intensities than the
CBPs outside them in the quiet Sun region, but are also smaller in
both size and area. We find this to be true for CBPs visible both
at chromospheric heights in ALMA Band 6 data and at coronal
heights in SDO EUV data used in this study.

We also find that larger CHs tend to have larger numbers of
CBPs inside their boundaries. The morphology of the CH itself
could a↵ect the number of CBPs inside, as it was most likely
the case for the second largest CH (CH3) for which we found
the second smallest number of CBPs within its boundaries out
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of the five CHs. The possible influence of the CH morphology
on the number of CBPs will be investigated in our future work.

Given the e↵ect of the spatial resolution of the ALMA Band
6 images on the carried measurements of the CBP physical prop-
erties discussed in Sect. 4, we conclude that, in order to ob-
tain more precise measurements, the interferometric ALMA data
should be used instead of single-dish data that we used in our
work. Such data will be of great importance for the future study
of the evolution of CBPs inside and outside CHs through time at
chromospheric heights.

Detailed analysis of the CBP areas and sizes, but also CH
properties, for a longer time period, instead of just one specific
time as we observed, will be carried out in the future work.
Moreover, we plan to follow the evolution of intensity, morpho-
logical and magnetic properties of not only CBPs, but CHs as
well, where we plan to use interferometric ALMA data men-
tioned previously, with the available SDO AIA and HMI data at
the corresponding times of ALMA observations. Further study
will focus on the magnetic field and morphology of CHs in great
detail in order to confirm if the CH magnetic and morpholog-
ical properties influence the observed CBP physical properties,
mainly CBP intensity and sizes. If the influence appears to be
true, we will investigate how the strength and structure of the
magnetic field around the CBPs inside CHs, but also the shape
and size of the CHs, a↵ect the observed CBP properties.
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Appendix A: Statistical analysis of the physical properties for CBPs within and outside CH1

Fig. A.1. Top row: Left panel shows the mean values of the mean CBP intensities (brightness temperature) in the ALMA Band 6 image with
corresponding standard errors of 200 randomly chosen equal size CBP sample pairs, with one sample containing CBPs within (red) and the other
outside (blue) the CH1, while the right panel shows histogram of the largest N for which the relation (1) holds true. Bottom row: Left panel shows
histogram of the t-test statistic values (t-values) and the right panel shows the histogram of the p-values obtained for the mean values of CBP mean
intensities in the ALMA Band 6 image. Individual CBP sample contains 15 randomly chosen CBPs out of the many selected CBPs either within
or outside the CH1.

Fig. A.2. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP size.
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Fig. A.3. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP area.

Fig. A.4. Same as Fig. A.1, but for SDO EUV data.
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Fig. A.5. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP size and SDO EUV data.

Fig. A.6. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP area and SDO EUV data.
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Appendix B: Statistical analysis of the physical properties for CBPs within and outside CH3

Fig. B.1. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CH3, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.

Fig. B.2. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP size and CH3, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.
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Fig. B.3. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP area and CH3, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.

Fig. B.4. Same as Fig. A.1, but for SDO EUV data and CH3, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.
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Fig. B.5. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP size, SDO EUV data and CH3, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.

Fig. B.6. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP area, SDO EUV data and CH3, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.
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Appendix C: Statistical analysis of the physical properties for CBPs within and outside CH4

Fig. C.1. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CH4, with individual CBP sample containing 30 CBPs.

Fig. C.2. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP size and CH4, with individual CBP sample containing 30 CBPs.
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Fig. C.3. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP area and CH4, with individual CBP sample containing 30 CBPs.

Fig. C.4. Same as Fig. A.1, but for SDO EUV data and CH4, with individual CBP sample containing 30 CBPs.
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Fig. C.5. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP size, SDO EUV data and CH4, with individual CBP sample containing 30 CBPs.

Fig. C.6. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP area, SDO EUV data and CH4, with individual CBP sample containing 30 CBPs.
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Appendix D: Statistical analysis of the physical properties for CBPs within and outside CH5

Fig. D.1. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CH5, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.

Fig. D.2. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP size and CH5, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.
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Fig. D.3. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP area and CH5, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.

Fig. D.4. Same as Fig. A.1, but for SDO EUV data and CH5, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.
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Fig. D.5. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP size, SDO EUV data and CH5, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.

Fig. D.6. Same as Fig. A.1, but for the CBP area, SDO EUV data and CH5, with individual CBP sample containing 15 CBPs.
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